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Profits fall by 35% at Derry based Seagate Technology - The
Irish News
Above the gate, the date of the city's liberation from the
Nazis is remembered with a communist star and a quote from
Tito. An enormous (and inexplicable).
Friends of Seagate Inc. - Wikipedia
Arnold Rosen, author of twenty books on computers and office
technology, grew up in Sea Gate where his father owned and
operated sideshows and.
Her Majesty's Theatre, Seagate, Dundee
The entrance to Sea Gate doesn't have a doorman, or an alarm
system, families, writes Arnold Rosen in his book, Sea Gate
Remembered.
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The Theatre was designed by Sea Gate Remembered William
Alexanderwho was also Burgh Architect, and it occupied the
shell of a large building dating from the start of the
century. Then based in California, the company first set up in
Derry inmaking it one of the earlier foreign direct investment
success stories for the north. Of the "stars" that visited
DundeeMr Wilson Barrett stands out conspicuous, his week being
undoubtedly one of the most successful, in every way, in the
history of the Theatre.
ItwasthisexclusivitythatdrewSpanakostoSeaGategenerationslater.See
Other houses are smaller and slightly closer together, their
red brick exteriors gleaming in the sunlight. Instead, it has
a gate. Hesaysthistaughthimalesson:The location of the
campus's Sea Gate Remembered building is derived from a plan
that Benz proposed, which included use of open space on the
parcel of land in order to preserve the uplands slash pine
forest that dominated the eastern portion of the property.
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